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JUNE Stories with music and  
puppets for children and 
families

Storytelling and Urban 
Sketching Finale

Lighting the Fuse: Storytellikng 
Concert and Art Show

Participa
nts’ S

tory-

telling
 Concert

MARCH

MAY

NOVEMBER Fuselage

SEPTEMBER
Baden Storytellers Guild Storytelling in Cambridge

Re-igniting the Fuse:Storytelling and Art Show

Michele creates and tells stories of redemption and 
transformation, regularly at Stories Aloud at the Button 
Factory, and at festivals and events, including World Story 
Telling Day at the Waterloo Museum.  She tells stories in 
words that match the mood and colour of her paintings.  
Michele’s paintings are whimsical, boldly colourful—
slightly mischievous; not married to reality but quite 
divorced; living happily ever after.  Michele has had an 
eclectic career: lawyer, mediator, and currently a program 
manager at Lutherwood.  Michele was recognized in 2013 
by the Cambridge YWCA as a Woman of Distinction for her 
contributions to local arts and culture.

Michele’s program, StoryFusion, is a celebration of story, and, 
specifically, the story of Cambridge, Ontario.  It is a fusion of 
story-traditions: the oral tradition of the spoken story; and 
the newly developing tradition of Urban Sketching.  Myth, 
tradition and family history have been shared, for centuries, 
by story.  Storytelling is thriving in Canada and locally, with 
national storytelling organizations and conferences and a local, 
Waterloo-Region-based storytelling guild.  Urban sketching is a 
global movement uniting professional, amateur and beginning 
artists for locally organized sketch crawls around the world and 
also describes the delightful practice of sketching and drawing 
urban scenes.  

Michele’s goal is to provide an opportunity to discover and 
explore storytelling as an oral tradition and through urban 
sketching.  The invitation is extended to the community – 
professional and amateur artists and all those who collect, 
appreciate and follow the arts.

Story Fusion Map of Events


